Cook Inlet Oil and Gas Activity
State of Alaska, Department of Natural Resources, Division of Oil and Gas, as of September 2019

**Amaroq**
Gas production at Nikolai Creek increased to ~500 Mcf/d due to wellwork and facility upgrades.

**Division of Oil and Gas**
Granite Point Transition 3D seismic survey will be released this Fall through the Geologic Materials Center.

**Cook Inlet Energy**
Planned sidetrack of R4-6 injection well at Redoubt Unit and permit for Class II disposal well for West McArthur River Unit for produced water handling.

**Raser Power Systems**
Applied for a geothermal prospecting permit on three Mt. Spurr tracts during the Spring 2019 Call for Applications.

**BlueCrest Alaska**
Utilizing trident fishbone well design at Cosmopolitan. Applied to install and operate gas processing unit at Cosmopolitan Production facility.

**Hilcorp**
Spud A-10 RD well. Planning to drill exploratory wells at TBU April-October 2020.

**Furie**
Filed Chapter 11, Kitchen Lights Unit and associated infrastructure planned to be sold.

**Hilcorp**
Plan to drill two rotary sidetrack wells at Granite Point Unit using Spartan 151 jack-up rig.

**Cook Inlet Energy**
Working to optimize production from existing wells at North Fork Unit and improve infrastructure. Considering reprocessing North Fork 3D seismic to assist with development activities.

**Division of Oil and Gas**
Received three bids at 2019 Cook Inlet Areawide Oil and Gas lease sale from Hilcorp; 10,286 acres received bids totaling $190,350.62.

**Hilcorp**
BOEM approved Hilcorp’s request to conduct lower Cook Inlet 3D survey. Seismic acquisition currently underway.
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Drilled Beaver Creek Unit 04RD development well at Beaver Creek Unit.
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